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About This Game

Rumble Fighter is a free-to-play fighting MMO game with real mixed martial arts and fast-paced beat-em-up action! Brawl with
your friends and train to become the top Rumble Fighter!

Story

A long time ago, the Dark Lord broke the peace treaty with the Gods, and commanded his dark forces to conquer the
unsuspecting Rumble Fighter world. The vulnerable Rumble Fighter world was almost immediately taken over by the dark
forces. When all hope was lost, a miracle happened! Powerful heroes chosen by the Gods arrived to defend against the dark

forces.

The raging battle between the dark forces and heroes went on for so long that it seemed like it would never end. However, the
heroes prevailed and finally sealed the Dark Lord. Peace would finally return to the Rumble Fighter world.

However, the great heroes did not have time to enjoy the peace. Dark forces that scattered after the battle are actively
attempting to break the seal and rescue the Dark Lord. Thus, the heroes are still out there fighting for the Rumble Fighter world.

The heroes united together under an association called "Guardians." Every member dedicates each day to training and hunting
for dark forces.
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Title: Rumble Fighter: Unleashed
Genre: Action, Free to Play
Developer:
NIMONIX
Publisher:
RedFox Games
Release Date: 15 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 2GHz (AMD and Celeron Series Included)

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 125MB RAM with DirectX 3D support (Geforce3 Ti, ATI Radeon 9500)

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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This is a simple game but yet surprising very enjoyable. Good if you don't feel like having to think much while playing a game. I
highly recommend giving this game a try.. The most fun I had with an arcade style racing game in a long time. Fast paced,
stylish, really smooth gameplay, lots of fun, really worth a shot.. Core game lacks content. $400.00 dollars in ten year old DLC
is absurd. Can't recommend.. This is the best \u00a36.99 I've spent in a long time.

I'm really enjoying this game, customizing my ships, making it look how I want, be it a simple box or a badass shard of death,
it's really fun.

You start off the game with a little ship, it can kill enemies, yeah, doesn't do it as effeciently as it will do later on when you
upgrade your weapons *cough cough* Lasers, but you can put more guns on but needs to be balanced out with more Generators
so you can quickly regenerate the energy for your weapons, and Capacitors so as to store more energy so you can fire longer
before having to stop to let your energy recharge, more powerful weapons generally mean they use more energy, but not always,
weapons, depending on their grade, will come with bonuses, like -15% Cost or -10% Energy Conservation, that sort of thing.

The levels themselves can be fairly easy but the bosses are tougher and can take quite a beating, dodge their fire and keep hosing
them down with either Bullets, Lasers, Rockets, Plasma doodads or more Exotic weapons, Blackhole Cannons or grab floating
Rock or Debris with a Tractor Beam and smash it into them, Rocks and Debris can often do more damage than your own guns,
so if you do find some and possibly have a bit of front armour you don't mind getting damaged, shove that garbage in their face
for some free damage.

Hooray, you win, well done, now upgrade and win again!. Excellent physics-based platformer with challenging and unique
levels, as well as a length that fits the gameplay well, a la Portal. Only once in the entire thing did I get frustrated enough to stop,
and that turned out to be my own damn fault, not the game's. Wonderful.
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Good mind bending platform with portal guns and time travel.. Not user friendly controls very confusing to simply set up men in
ranks and fire. plays like a half baked INCOMPLETE game NOT SMOOTH. Needs major patching if ever going to be really
playable \u2026 Its a shame the subject matter is spot on interesting.. Bought this game expecting Co-op, got Team Deathmatch,
disappointed.. Great little game that will give you a few minutes of fun. Has some funny moments that made me laugh. Game
has achievements that are quite easy to obtain espesically if you follow one of the steam guides. I give the game a thumbs up and
def recommend even though it is short and has no replay value but, hey its cheaper than a soda and will last you longer.. I just
bought a bunch of cheap games for the winter sale (I'm returning almost all of them) That being said what drives me to play a
game is largely aesthetic. This game doesn't have a nice aesthetic at all, but I really enjoyed it. 6/10. Not bad I might purchase
the DLC or outrunner 2.. Criminally overlooked.
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